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We have re-examined the temperature-dependence of the valence band 4f

features in Cc-based heavy fermions. It had been reported by a Swiss group in

19S7 that a strong temperature dependence is observed in the feature identified

as the Ktmdo resonance w,~ich agrees exactly with the predictions of the

Cunnarson-Schonhammer extension of the single imlurity Anderson model and thus

seals the case for this theory, We have always felt that this needs

re-examination since all materials experience temperature dependence in the

electronic structure to some extent, and that any temperature dependence of the

4f features in the photoelectron spectra must be over and above the st.nndard

effects of phonon broadening and Fermi function smearing, We measured the

phonon broadening of the Si-2p core levels in C%Siy by determin$nq the incrense

of the FWHMns n function of temperature. WC discovered thut all the

tcmpernturr dependence is exactly accounted for, and there is none left over to

n(tribute [o nny Kondo effecto, We ccmclude that the fcuturc [it 11: in [:c-l~isrd

t)cnvy fermions cnnnot be (1 Kondo resorum(:c,

A number of other’ inconsistcr,cics with the Ktmdo model ur~ observed n%
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materials such as CeSb~ which are not Kondo-like materials and hence should have

no Kondo peak. 4) A large d-electron density exists in the Ce photoelectron

spectrum. When this is properly accounted for, the asymmetry of the so-called

“main” peak disappears again causing problems for the Kondo model.
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summary

We have looked at a series of Cerium heavy fermion compounds in order to check for the
systctmtics with TK and the temperature dcpcndcncr of the Kondo msonancc predicted by the
Kondo Model. We find neither the s tcmatics nor the tcmpcratum dependence (careful study done

Tin CeSiz). The qualitative shapeso the features at EF remain nearly anstant i.rrmpctive of TK,
while W tcmcraturc dependence can be explained as resulting t%omphonon iwmclcning of cm-c-like
states as well as Fermi function Imadening. In addition, if the d~lcarcm comribution to the spectra
is sutitcd, one obtains a symmetric, Lcrcnuian l.ineshapc for the “main” 4!*.

Photoelectron spectroscopy] has in the past yielded much of the impetus toward the

dcvcloptmnt of heavy electron theory. This has kn especially true in ccs-iurnbased heavy cleat-on

systems where despite the occupancy of a single 4f electron, cmc observes in the photoelectron

-m No. d ~ often k, features that can be idendkl as originating from 4f electrons.

Several ideas have ken used to explain these fc~,ws: the single electron band tharyz, multiple

screening channcls2, and most commonly, the concept of a Kondo resonances-s (IQ. Widin this

latter concep~ m extensiom of the single impurity Anderson model, the peak ummlly obsenwl at -

-2 eV binding energy has been explained as being due to a localized d-screened 4f-hole (the so-

callcd “main pc.ale”of the 4fl to 4P + c- transition), while the future contacting EF and a second

one at -4,3 eV have been explained m resulting from the weak hybridization of the localized 4f

state with the cmduction bands~~d.This pullls f-weight to EF uld results in the nanow KR as well

as the sideband ( KS ) at -0,3 eV(bccnusc of spin-orbit splitting), The width r of the KR is of

order kTK (whm TK is the Kondo tcrncpctaturc), while its mntroid position in energy is xtually ~

kTK above EF, Thus typically, one shouhl observe only the tail of the KR in a photwtission

cxpcrimcn~ and perhaps not even that if the KR is SSnmow m @ictd. The KS can be as much

as S times lxoader thnn KR depending on crystal field cffec[ss,d, The arm.1]r @cIds the heavy

mass. The KR is prd.ictcd to & extrcrmly tempemturc ckpcncknt in order t~ explain the crossover



from loca.lizcd to itinerant behavior of the 4fs. Most thcaic~s would have the KR at nearly zero

amplitude by a!mut 5TK.

The Gunnarson-Schonhammer extensions of the Andcrso~ model, as well as other

theories, have at fust glance been very successful in explaining the photcdcctron spccxa in cerium

heavy fcrrnions, particularly with the cmcial obscmationb of the nwessary temperature dependence

in CcSiz, But there have always been some un.resolved questions. Um.nium-based heavy fcrmions,

for example, do not fit this picture at all. In uranium systems one obscmes7 a 5f structure which,

to bc sure, is much broader than predicted from the single electron picture, but which can be

synthesised by the addition of a band stmcrurc DOS plus a feature at = -1 cT’.Thedifficulty of the

Gunnarson-Schonhamrncr thcmy in uranium heavy fcrmion systems has been explained as due to

the multiple occupancy of the 5f levels. But even forCc compounds there exist problems. The

pcrsistem obscnation of a large 4f feature at EF at rcmm tcmpctaturc in XPS and rcsona.ncc data in

compounds with a vmy small TK has been a cause for concern. In general it has ken dism.isscd as

being due to pm resolution, since in some theoriess the KR does not actually go away as T

incrcaws, but only broadens out.

~c v~-high-resolution work of Patthey et al,d in CeSi2 (TK D35K) awtd to scttic the

qoeshon of the applicability of single elwtmn vs. many-body theory irl heavy fetmions with their

observation of a tcmpcratu.m dependence of the Kcmdo peak which at fmt glance exactly fitKondo

predictions (lncidcntally, no other tempmatutt dependence of the KR has evcTteen rcpxtd using

photocmission data), Their work consist~ of spectra at He] and Hc1l photon energies, with the

subtracted spectra (4f intensity increases dramatically with energy) at various temperatures

presumed to be representative of 4f emission. The temperature dependence reported there,

however, is actually rather small after one accoun[s for Fetmi function broadening. Only about

10% of the amplitude is unaccounted for, We were surptiti at this small !empcraturc dependence

in view of the large effwts prcdictcd by other t.hca-ks4t5, Pan of the explanation lies in the fact

th~l Patthey c1al. utilizt the concept of crystal field splitting to yield a lower degeneracy level for



the feature at EF. However, even their own parametrization resulted in a larger temperature

dependence than observed, and more importantly, the width of their KR peak (actually the Kondo

resonar~ce for the qstal field state) was about 50 times broader than cxpcctd (3 mcV). We saw

similar cffwts in other heavy fcrmions, More importantly, however, wc noticed that the observed

temperature dependence was consistent with what might be expected 6om phonon broadcningg

which must k present in all systems.We felt that the &st way to settle our doubts regarding

phonon broadening was to re-rmasurc the temperature dependence of the KR in CeSil and at the

same time measure the phonon broadening of the Si-2p core levels in the same specinwn to see if it

k sufficient to account for the observed temperature dependence of the 4f features at EF. Any

remperaturc dependence due to the Kondo model must cxis! over and above these other necessary

effects. Prcliminq data on a large number of ~X and Yb s,ysternsat resonance showed tha[ there is

a serious question about the temperature dependence of t-hefeature defind as the KR, or any

feature for that rnarter. Indcul, in Ce3c13 the temperature dependence is small and opposire to

ptdictions. Lnhis paper wc will concentrate on CeSiz and show that any temptu.m dependence

of the KR can be completely accounted for by phonon broadening together with Fermi function

broadening. In addition we wili show that the 4f Iincshape near EF is nearly independent of TK as

well as T, tnd that the lineshapc of the -2 cV @ is substantially different from the single pa.rbcle

Andcrscm model prulictions,4

We have improved the resolution of our ERG i.mmchmmator at the Los Ala.mos bcamline

at NSLS (pnscntly our overall instrumental ~AE - 1500at120 eV) to where we arc no longer

resolution limited in our mcasumnnts of the Cc valence bands, (some aclditionaJ work was done

at the Synchrotrons Radiation Center in Wisconsin). Well anncala! arc melted polyciystallinc

samples of CeAIJ and CeSiz, (TK -3 and 35 K)9 aswellassingle ~stds of CeBcl~ and CeSbz

(TK -300 and O K)$’were used in our measurements, and were fractured in situ to expose a

clean surface. The base pressure was maintained at = 8X!0 1I Ton, The low temperature was

provided by a continuous flow c~ostat mounted on a VG wide bore manipulator for sample

3



positioning. The cryogen was either liquid helium (yielding T - 10 to 20 K) or liquid nimogen

(yielding T u 80 K). The tcmpcratum was mcasurd with a thermocouple in contact with the

myostat but not with the sample; hence the uncettanity in T, pmicula.dy at low temperatures. A

typkalhigh resolution spectrum was collected in ~ 60 min. The clccuonics were smblc to Ixtter

than 1mV for several days, although the monochromator d.tiftcd by a few mcV with temperature,

requiring frquent checks of the reference Fcnni level. The usual difficulty of nommlizing spectra

at resonance was circumvented by noxma.lizing the spccua to the Si-2p or the Al-2p core levels

which were measured simultaneously at the same energy and rcsdution as the valence bands. This

method allows us to estimate the amount of @ intensity contained in tie 120 eV spectrum by

measuring the d-specnm and the core levels in isosttuctura.1La compoumls where no 4f intensity

is cxpwcd. We were surprisd to discovcT that the d-resonance can & as much as SOci that of the

f-resonance. We till see Mow that this dramatically mcd.iftes the linesha~ of the -2 eV peak.

In Fig. 1 wc show photoelectron spwtra within the fmt W) mcV of the Fermi energy for

the four compounds mentioned almvc, The temperature for ELIIsptta is in the 10 to 20 K range,

while t!,e resolution is of the order of 90 mV. TheqxcttaWCTCtaken at the 4f resonance energy ,

hv = 120 eV, so that the bulk of the intensity is due to 4fs, We have mentioned the large d-

ccmrnbucon, but ittends to predominate in the -1 eV to -2 CVrange, and is srnnll at EF, (WCdo not

display the full 4 eV tick valence band since the -2 CVpeak is seen in all samples and M!c!slittle to

the d.iscussuion.) We notice immediately that all spectra display the typicallo double peaked

structure near EF, incspcctive of the TK’S which vary by 2 orders of rtm& Ide, Moreover, the

crystal saucturcs for the four compounds differ dramatically w that the various c~str.1 field

splittings would be ex~ted to be substantially different, Insmaclwe fiid qualitatively and to some

extent even quantitatively the same two features, Only CeAlj shcv’~ ~ slight decrease of the

amplitude of the feature at EF relative to the -0,3 eV peak, but ii is clear thatthefeahmh prcscnl al

EF and has a width nearly identical to that seen in other compounds The width will be more

thoroughly discussed in connection with Fig, 2, but suffice it to say that in all compounds it is of

&



the order of 150 mcV for the feature at EF, and of the order of 220 meV for the sideband, This is

nearly twice our stated resolution, so that the crutch of rwdution can no longer be applied for the

existence of the so-called KR at room temperature. In the paper of Patthey et al.6 it is noticd thal

the widths are too large, bu[ they quickly dismiss it as resulting from lifetime broadening. We

submi~ however, that lifetime Imadening should then affca bulk propernes as well.

lle mucial spwtrum in Fig. 1 is that of CeSb2, a non-Kondo ferromagnetic compound 11,

whose susceptibility displays gcmdlocal moment behavior down to the ferromagnetic tnnsition of

10 K. On the basis of the Kondo model we would assume that TIC = O so that there is no

hybridiuition with the conduction bands, and hence no 4f-intensity is allowal at EF. Yet we see

that the double-peaked structure is identical to tiat of OL~C~ materials. It would appem that we MC

looking at cm-level-like sttucturcs in all materials, This, of course, raises questions regarding the

accepted electronic structure, which Wewill not answer in this paper except to point out that the

data cart easier be explaird by assuming different wccning channels for the photcclectmm, mther

than the Kondo rtmdel.

In Fig. 2 we take a more careful lcmkat the ternpcratum dependence of the CcSiz spectrum

shown in Fig. 1, In this material,which was usd by Patthey et sd,b to prove the applicability of

the single impurity Anderson model to the Cc heavy fermions, we first fit the 10 K data of Patthey

et al. with two Lorcntzians (at -20 mcV and -0,28 eV, IWHM m stated above). It was possible to

obmi.na n-sly pdcct fit to their data, which suggests that the fcatu.twsarc Lacntzia.rt in Iincshapc.

The stated resolution n~ Jatthey C[al, was 18 mcV. We then broadcnul the two Lorcntzians by 90

mcV to correspond to our resolution, cut them off by a 10 K Fmmi function, and supcrimposal the

resulting lincshape on our 10 K data in the top spcctmm of Fig. 2, The fit to our data is almost

exact, suggesting that our data and the data of Patthey et al, arc entirely self-consistent, It also

shows beyond a d~~bt that the natural iinewid[hs arc a[ least an order of magnitude broader tian

expcmd from the Kondo model,



In adchion to low temperature we measun.d the same spectum also at -80 K and at 300 K.

At the same time, however, wc also measured the Si-2p core levels with the same 90 meV

resolution at all rhree tcmpuaturcs. lle phonon brwlening of the wre levels was determinedfrom

fitting the com levels with standardfitting techniqueslz, using Voigt functions which area mix of

Lorcntzians convoluted with Gaussians. It assumed that at 10 to 20 K there is no phonon

broadening in the Iineshapc, so that all the Gaussian broadening is due to the instrument response.

At higher temperatures, the cmtrnbution from the phonons to the Gaussian broadening is includd

via a root mean square fashion, and it was found to be as large as 90rneV at 3(M K and almut 20

meV at 80 K. A typical fit is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.

Having determined the amount by which the 2p core levels kmden with temperature, we

now apply the same Ixoadening parameter to the 4f states. We simply take the fittd curve at 10 K,

broaden it by the Abovedetermined phonon broadening parameter which was convolutal with the

instnnnent response through a rmt mean square technique, convolute it again with the appropriate

Fermi functions for 80 K and 3(M)K, and obtain the fits shown in the second and third spectra of

Fig. 2. ‘Ike fits are overlayed on the actual data at 80 K and 34X)K, and it can be seen that the

results agree almost exactly. All the temperature dependence is completely accounted for by the

phonon md Fermi function koadening, thus leaving no room for any additional temperature

depcndenc~ fim the Kondo interaction. It must be concluded then, that thr near-EF features in

CeSi2 are in fact temperature independent. A cursory fit to other materials shows that the

tempraturc independence probably applies in each case, We have, moreover, fit the data of

Patthey et al, using our broadening parameters, and have obtained an exact fit to their spectra at

higher tcmpcratums,

A necessary consequence of the single impurity Anderson model is that the lineshapc of the

“main” peak usually found near -2 eV relative to EF, is actually highly asymrnetri~ due to the

pulling of the f-weight toward the Fermi energy via the hybridization interaction, Inded, in most

Ce compounds this@ is apparently highly asymmetric. However, we have reptally found that



a third distinct feature at = -1.5 eV a!so strongly resonates at the 4d threshold, which we believe

cosmponds to the Ce-Sd states, and which could account for the apparent asymmetry. To check

this out we measured the comsponding isostructurid La compounds and determined the strength of

the resonance by measuring the M intensity relative to a non-resonating ligand core level (e, g., Al-

2p, Si-2p, Be-Is, etc.). For consistency we also measured the M photocurrent relative to the

photon mesh cunwm We wem surprised to discover “tit the La-5d intensity at resonance is usually

about 50% of the intensity of the corresponding Ce-4f “main” peak at resonance. In Fig.3 we

show the CeBe13 and the LaBel 3 spectra taken at their respwtive resonance energies @v = 120 and

117 eV respectively). We choose this material because the data were taken on single crystals with

no grain boundary complications, and also because the “main” peak is actually found at -2.4 eV,

well separated from the d-peak which is clearly resolved in the figure. The maximum of the L.aBe13

d-intensity unfortunately occurs about 2(K)meV lower in binding energy than the corresponding

CeBe13 d-intensity so that if one wishes to subtract out the d-component it becomes necessary to

shift the LaBe 13 spectrum by 200meV. This has been done in Fig.3. The subtraction results in

errors at the Fermi cutoff, but is quite reliable below --0.5 eV. Superimposed on the subtracted

curve in Fig.3 is a Lcwentzian Iineshape to demonstrate the Lorentzian shape of the “main” peak.

Note then that the “main” peak is much namowcr and more symme”tic than prexlictions4. This has

also been observed by others. 13

We thus are M with many inconsistencies if we persist in calling the phomelectmn features

in Cc heavy fermions as arising fkom the Kondo interaction. These inconsistencies are: i) The

temperature dependence of he intensity and width of the nW-EF features is totally accounted for

by simple phonon broadening and Fermi function broadening; ii) The width of the feature at EF

normally called the Kondo resonance, is about two oniers of magnitude broader than expected

from the Kondo model, and its lineshape can be adequately fit with Lorentzians; iii) The “main”

peak is symmetric and Lorentzian in shape once the d-contribution is subtracted out; iv) The

spectral weight of the near-EF features shows no systernatks with TK (the spectral weight should

“7



be a linear function) or crystal structure (vastly different crystal field states should produce large

variations in intensity); v) A double-peaked stmcture near EF, entirely similar to that seen in heavy

fermion compounds, is also found in CeS~, a material whose bulk properties show no Kondo-

like behavior. Similar results have also been obtained in corresponding Yb compounds14 where the

presumed Kondo monance is on the occupied side of the Fermi energy. The lack of temperature

dependence in those materials will be reponed in a later pulication.14

Where does all this leave us? We must fmt of all point out that our data do not in any way

negate the idea of a Konddilce interaction in heavy fermions. Bulk property datag have been very

adquately explained using the single parameter TIC,so that there is undoubtedly validity to the

model. The question is rather, can the features seen in photoemission be identifkl in terms of the

presently accepted model? Our response to this question is - probably not. The second question

that we pose is whether the single impurity Anderson model can be justi~ably extended to include

the Kondo larnce. We would leave the answer to this question to others, but it would secm that

some basic assumptions may have to be modified. It is entirely possible that the actual Kondo

resonance exists as predicted, is indeed as narrow as predicted, is inde@ ‘~ove EF, and camot be

observed by present day photoelectron or BIS spectroscopy due to stil~umlequate resolution. 15

What is observed is much more consistent with the idea of different screening channelszslc of

photoemission, We may wish to look again at some of the ideas of M. Nom.2
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Figure Captions

Fig, 1. High-resolution spectra in the near-EF region for a) CeSb2, b) Ce13c]3, c) CcSiz, d)

CeA13.Note that the double-peaked stmcture is a general feature of Ce-4f emission unrelated to T~

and CryStd StrUC~.

Fig, 2. Phonon model fits at various temperatures to the CeSi2 spectra in the near-EFregion. All

fitting parameters are the same in the three spectra except for Fermi function and phonon

broadening. The top-most spectrum (at a temp. of 10-20 K) and fit is the same as the CcSi2

spectrum in Fig. 1.The phonon broadenhg for the other tcmpcraturcs was obtained fkom a fit to

the S1-2pcore levels (typical fit shown in inset).

Fig. 3. Full valence band spectra for CeBe13 and lABc13 (thin solid lines) taken at hv = 120 eV

and 117 eV respectively, and the 4f spectrum (data points) obtained by subtracting the LuBel 3

spectrum ffom the CCBC13spectrum,. Data WCRnormalized to core levels and mesh current. The

Label 3 spectrum has been shifted by 200 meV to correspond to the maximum d-intensity in

CeBe13. The subtracted cuxve is fitted with a Lorentzian lineshapc (dashed line),
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